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ABSTRACT
In today’s computerized and information-based society, people are inundated with vast amounts of text data, ranging from news articles, social media posts, scientific publications, to a wide range of textual information from various domains (corporate reports, advertisements, legal acts, medical reports). To turn such massive unstructured text data into structured, actionable knowledge, one of the grand challenges is to gain an understanding of the factual information (e.g., entities, attributes, relations) in the text.

In this tutorial, we introduce data-driven methods on mining structured facts (i.e., entities and their relations/attributes for types of interest) from massive text corpora, to construct structured databases of factual knowledge (called StructDBs). State-of-the-art information extraction systems have strong reliance on large amounts of task/corpus-specific labeled data (usually created by domain experts). In practice, the scale and efficiency of such a manual annotation process are rather limited, especially when dealing with text corpora of various kinds (domains, languages, genres). We focus on methods that are minimally-supervised, domain-independent, and language-independent for timely StructDB construction across various application domains (news, social media, biomedical, business), and demonstrate on real datasets how these StructDBs aid in data exploration and knowledge discovery.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The success of data mining technology is largely attributed to the efficient and effective analysis of structured data. The construction of a well-structured, machine-actionable database from raw (unstructured or loosely-structured) data sources is often the premise of consequent applications. Although the majority of existing data generated in our society is unstructured, big data leads to big opportunities to uncover structures of real-world entities (e.g., person, company, product), attributes (e.g., age, weight), relations (e.g., employee_of, manufacture) from massive text corpora. By integrating these semantic-rich structures with other inter-related structured data (e.g., product specification, user transaction log), one can construct a powerful StructDB as a conceptual abstraction of the original text corpora. The uncovered StructDBs will facilitate browsing information and inferring knowledge that are otherwise locked in the text corpora. Computational machines can effectively perform algorithmic analysis at a large scale over these StructDBs, and apply the new insights and knowledge to improve human productivity in various downstream tasks.

Our phrase mining tool, SegPhrase, won the grand prize of Yelp Dataset Challenge and was used by TripAdvisor in production. Our entity recognition and typing system, ClusType, was shipped as part of the products in Microsoft Bing and U.S. Army Research Lab.

Example: StructDB for social media posts.
In a collection of tweets, entities of different types and the relations between these entities are mentioned in text. For example, from the tweet “Jean Joho, Chef of Eiffel Tower Restaurant, is on board to present at EC 2010”, it is desirable to identify “Jean Joho” as person, “The Eiffel Tower Restaurant” as restaurant, and the relation chef_of(Jean Joho, The Eiffel Tower Restaurant). However, the extreme language variability of text corpora from various domains poses significant new challenges to the existing systems:

1. The lack of annotated domain data presents a major challenge for adopting supervised information extraction methods (e.g., deep learning methods). Fortunately, a number of structured and semantically rich knowledge-bases are publicly available, and has “information overlap” with the text corpus at hand. This provides chances for automated extraction with labeled data heuristically generated using information in knowledge bases (i.e., distant supervision).

2. Many entity detection tools are trained on general-domain, grammatically clean text (e.g., news articles written in English), but cannot work well on text corpora of other domains, genres or languages (e.g., web...
We will discuss the following key issues.

1. OUTLINE

   ii. The Origin of Phrase Mining
      A. Automatic Term Recognition
      B. Supervised Noun Phrase Chunking
      C. Dependency Parser-based Methods
   (b) Data-Driven Phrase Mining in A Large Text Corpus
      i. Unsupervised Frequency-based Methods
         A. Zipf’s Law-based Heuristic
         B. Ratio-based Heuristic
         C. Z-Score-based Heuristic: ToPMine
      ii. Weakly Supervised-based Methods: SegPhrase
      iii. Automated Quality Phrase Mining
         A. No Extra Human Effort
         B. Support Multiple Languages
         C. High Performance
   3. Automated Entity Recognition and Typing
      (a) Preliminaries
         i. Entities that are explicitly typed and linked externally with documents.
            A. Wikilinks and ClueWeb corpora
            B. Probase: A Probabilistic Taxonomy
            C. MENED: Mining evidence outside referent knowledge bases
         ii. Entities that can be extracted within text.
         iii. Traditional named entity recognition (NER) systems
            A. Entity extraction as a sequence labeling task
            B. Classic coarse types and manually-annotated corpora
            C. Sequence labeling models
      (b) Entity Recognition and Typing in A Large, Domain-specific Corpus
         i. Semi-supervised approaches
            A. Combining local and global features
         ii. Weakly-supervised approaches
            A. Pattern-based bootstrapping methods
            B. SEISA: A set expansion method
            C. Extracting entities from web tables
         iii. Distantly-supervised approaches
            A. SemTagger: Seed-based contextual classifier for entity typing
            B. ClusType: Effective entity recognition by relation phrase-based clustering
         iv. Fine-grained entity typing approaches

   2. Phrase Mining from Massive Text Corpora
      (a) Preliminaries
         i. Criteria of Quality Phrases
            A. Popularity: frequent enough;
            B. Concordance / Independence: not by chance or not dependent on other words;
            C. Informativeness: indicative of a specific topic or concept;
            D. Completeness: a complete semantic unit.
      ii. The Origin of Phrase Mining
         A. Automatic Term Recognition
         B. Supervised Noun Phrase Chunking
         C. Dependency Parser-based Methods
      (b) Data-Driven Phrase Mining in A Large Text Corpus
         i. Unsupervised Frequency-based Methods
            A. Zipf’s Law-based Heuristic
            B. Ratio-based Heuristic
            C. Z-Score-based Heuristic: ToPMine
         ii. Weakly Supervised-based Methods: SegPhrase
         iii. Automated Quality Phrase Mining
            A. No Extra Human Effort
            B. Support Multiple Languages
            C. High Performance

   What will be covered in this tutorial? This tutorial presents a comprehensive overview of the information extraction techniques developed in recent years, for constructing structured databases of factual knowledge (see also Section 2 for a more detailed outline). We will discuss the following key issues:

   (1) data-driven approaches for mining quality phrases from massive, unstructured text corpora; (2) entity recognition and typing: preliminaries, challenges, and methodologies; (3) relation extraction: previous efforts, limitations, recent progress, and a joint entity and relation extraction method using distant supervision; (4) attribute name and value discovery: previous efforts, limitations, and a data-driven pattern mining approach; (5) exploration and mining of constructed StructDBs; (6) case studies on several application domains; and (7) research frontiers.

Why a tutorial at SIGMOD? In today’s era of “big data”, people are exposed to an explosion of information in the form of textual data collections, ranging from the scientific knowledge of all humanity, to the daily life of individuals. Most of these collections are unstructured or loosely structured. Effective extraction and typing of factual information is key to inducing structure and understanding from messy and scattered raw data. This tutorial will present an organized picture of recent research on information extraction for structuring massive, unstructured text corpora. We will show how exciting and surprising knowledge can be discovered from your own not so well-structured raw corpora.

Target audience and prerequisites. Researchers and practitioners in the field of database systems, information extraction, data mining, text mining, web mining, information retrieval, and information systems. While the audience with a good background in these areas would benefit most from this tutorial, we believe the material to be presented would give general audience and newcomers an introductory pointer to the current work and important research topics in this field, and inspire them to learn more. Only preliminary knowledge about text mining, data mining, algorithms and their applications are needed.

2. OUTLINE

   This tutorial presents a comprehensive overview of the information extraction techniques developed in recent years, for automated extraction of factual information from text data (especially from a large, domain-specific text corpora). We will discuss the following key issues.

   1. Motivation and Background of StructDB construction
      (a) StructDB: Basic concepts and components
      (b) StructDB vs. general knowledge bases

   i. KnowledgeVault
   (c) Applications of StructDB
   (d) Related efforts: Stanford DeepDive system
   (e) StructDB construction: An overview
      i. From phrases, to entities, relations and attributes

   2. Phrase Mining from Massive Text Corpora
      (a) Preliminaries
         i. Criteria of Quality Phrases
            A. Popularity: frequent enough;
            B. Concordance / Independence: not by chance or not dependent on other words;
            C. Informativeness: indicative of a specific topic or concept;
            D. Completeness: a complete semantic unit.
         ii. The Origin of Phrase Mining
            A. Automatic Term Recognition
            B. Supervised Noun Phrase Chunking
            C. Dependency Parser-based Methods
      (b) Data-Driven Phrase Mining in A Large Text Corpus
         i. Unsupervised Frequency-based Methods
            A. Zipf’s Law-based Heuristic
            B. Ratio-based Heuristic
            C. Z-Score-based Heuristic: ToPMine
         ii. Weakly Supervised-based Methods: SegPhrase
         iii. Automated Quality Phrase Mining
            A. No Extra Human Effort
            B. Support Multiple Languages
            C. High Performance

   3. Automated Entity Recognition and Typing
      (a) Preliminaries
         i. Entities that are explicitly typed and linked externally with documents.
            A. Wikilinks and ClueWeb corpora
            B. Probase: A Probabilistic Taxonomy
            C. MENED: Mining evidence outside referent knowledge bases
         ii. Entities that can be extracted within text.
         iii. Traditional named entity recognition (NER) systems
            A. Entity extraction as a sequence labeling task
            B. Classic coarse types and manually-annotated corpora
            C. Sequence labeling models
      (b) Entity Recognition and Typing in A Large, Domain-specific Corpus
         i. Semi-supervised approaches
            A. Combining local and global features
         ii. Weakly-supervised approaches
            A. Pattern-based bootstrapping methods
            B. SEISA: A set expansion method
            C. Extracting entities from web tables
         iii. Distantly-supervised approaches
            A. SemTagger: Seed-based contextual classifier for entity typing
            B. ClusType: Effective entity recognition by relation phrase-based clustering
         iv. Fine-grained entity typing approaches
A. FIGER: Multi-label classification with automatically annotated data
B. Embedding methods for entity typing: AFET and WSABIE
v. Label noise reduction in distant supervision
A. Noisy type issue in distant supervision
B. Simple pruning heuristics
C. Partial-label learning methods
D. Label noise reduction by heterogeneous partial-label embedding

4. Automated Extraction of Structured Entity Relationships
(a) Preliminaries of relation extraction (RE)
   i. Basic concepts: relation instance, relation mention
   ii. Explicit relation vs. implicit relation
   iii. Downstream applications
      A. Knowledge base completion
      B. Question answering systems
(b) Traditional supervised RE systems
   i. Supervised RE methods
      A. Supervised models
      B. Features for relation extraction
      C. Training data
      D. Evaluation of RE task
   ii. Systems from Stanford and IBM
(c) Extracting typed relations from A Massive Corpus
   i. Weak supervision methods
      A. Pattern-based bootstrapping methods
      B. Seed examples selection
      C. DIPRE system
      D. KnowItAll system
      E. Snowball system
   ii. Distant supervision (DS) methods
      A. Distant supervision for RE: A typical workflow
      B. Challenges of DS: noisy candidate labels
      C. Noise-robust DS models
   iii. Joint extraction of entities and relations
      A. Supervised methods: linear programming and sequence models
      B. CoType: A distantly-supervised method

5. Mining Attribute Names and Values
(a) Attribute name discovery
   i. Unsupervised approaches
   ii. Supervised approaches
   iii. Google’s approaches using query streams:
      A. Biperpedia system
      B. ARI system
(b) Attribute tuple extraction
   i. Slot-filling approaches
      A. Unsupervised methods
      B. Supervised methods with web tables
      C. Supervised methods with annotated corpus
   ii. Open information extraction (IE) approaches
      A. Open IE using linguistic structures
      B. Open IE with web data: TEXTRUNNER, REVRE, and OLLIE
      C. Stanford open IE system
(c) Attribute discovery from Massive Text Corpora
   i. Meta pattern-driven method

6. Exploration and Mining of StructDB
   (a) Keyphrase Extraction
   i. LAKI: Latent keyphrase representation
   (b) Automatic Summarization
      i. CaseOLAP: Multi-dimensional Summarization
      ii. Comparative Document Analysis

7. Case studies: news articles, tweets, biomedical papers.
   (a) Constructing StructDBs from these datasets
      i. Phrase mining results in these datasets
      ii. Extracting entities for types of interest in these datasets
      iii. Attribute discovery in these datasets

8. Recent advances and research problems
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4. RELATED TUTORIALS

A list of tutorials on the most related topics given by the same authors are shown as followed:


7. Conference tutorial: Y. Sun, J. Han, X. Yan, and P. S. Yu, “Mining Knowledge from Interconnected Data: A Heterogeneous Information Network Analysis Approach” (VLDB’12).

The above are the related tutorials given by the authors. Several of our early tutorials were on mining heterogeneous information networks. However, the power of such mining comes from structures of such networks (typed entities as nodes, and typed relations as links). Recent advancement on information extraction and entity extraction from massive unstructured text make it possible to garner the informative and illuminating structures lying beneath the raw text corpora. This tutorial presents this new line of research on starting with the shallow information extraction (quality phrases, entities and relations) and ending up with deep database exploration and mining, by mining factual structures from text and constructing a structured database of facts for knowledge discovery.
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